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Scream Aim Fire
Bullet for My Valentine

Hey, this is my first tab/chords but I m pretty sure its about 100%.
I noticed there were no chords for this song so I worked them out.
This easily works with acoustic (its definitely better acoustic if its chords)
Any comments/criticisms welcome!
Enjoy

Intro: Em Em G D (x2) Em (let ring)

Verse 1:
Em
Kill your enemies, my brothers dead around me
G                            D        Bm
Wounds are hurting, death is creeping for me
Em
Smoke is blinding, hearts are pounding, chaos soon ignites
G                            D         Bm
The call is made its one for all, will I meet my maker?

Pre Chorus:
Em
Over the top, over the top
             G       D
Right now is killing time
Em
Over the top, over the top
             G       D
Right now is killing time
Em
Over the top, over the top
             G       D
Right now is killing time
Em
Over the top, over the top
             G   D
The only way out is to die
Em
God has spoken through his consience

Chorus:
                               G                D
As I scream, aim and fire, the death toll grows higher
Em
God has spoken through his consience
                               G                D      Em 
ring)
As I scream, aim and fire, the death toll grows higher



Charge!

Verse 2: (guitar part same as verse one: Em, G, D, Bm)

Fuck this battle field, the bullets tear around me
Bodies falling, voices calling for me
Limbs are flying, men are crying, such at hurtful sight
the call is made its one for all, take no prisoners!

Pre Chorus: (same as before)

Chorus: (same as before)

Bridge:
Em
Scream, aim, fire
                  G G
Scream, aim, fire
Em                C

Em                G G C Bm

For solo, play same chords as verse (Em, G, D, Bm)X2

Pre Chorus: (same as before)

Chorus: (same as before but leave final Em for a bit longer)

Outro:
Em

Em                 G G

Em                 C
Scream, aim, fire
Em                 G G C Bm (hold) Em

On the last Em, you can either mute it quickly, like the song or let it ring,
whichever 
best to you.


